T.H.E.
A theory as to the existence of a Superior Biologic Being which bears a striking resemblance to God.
The key to this is theory lay in an understanding of what constitutes consciousness (what makes a mind) and whenever science looks
it finds the same thing:
The information exchange, and interactions of, individual life forms (even single cells) constitutes the consciousness of a being that is
superior in size, scope, knowledge, and wisdom of the members.
Just as the communication within a hive of thousands of bees expresses the hive consciousness, the communications of 86 billion
neurons in your brain expresses your consciousness, the communication and interaction of 7 Billion people, or most inclusively,
some 20 quintillion life forms in the hive of all earth biology expresses The Hive Entity (T.H.E.) The actions of T.H.E. are clearly visible
if one merely knows to look for it through the fog of metaphors: "The invisible hand of the market" and “The crowd formed a mind
of its own” are more apt descriptions than metaphors.
12 Fun Facts about T.H.E.
T.H.E. – The (to emphasize singular) Hive Entity (of all interacting biology) has some very interesting attributes:
1. Members of T.H.E. have free will or an innate drive*
2. Everywhere T.H.E. members are; T.H.E. is there.
3. Everything T.H.E. members learn; T.H.E. already knew.
4. Everything T.H.E. members do together is done through and known by T.H.E.**
5. Whenever two or more members of T.H.E. interact, T.H.E. is present***
6. That which is done to the least of the members is done to T.H.E.
7. Everyone is a part of T.H.E. from the moment of conception to the moment of death.****
8. Every member’s affect on T.H.E. in their lifetimes is remembered, and judged by T.H.E. after their death.
9. All expressed wishes, hopes, dreams, and desires are heard by T.H.E.
10. T.H.E. desires to survive and thus is benevolent to its members*****
11. T.H.E. knows every member personally, by name.
12. From the primordial moment single cell organisms interacted up to present day, T.H.E. has affected evolution.
*Depending on the complexity of the member life form. For T.H.E. to stay healthy and productive members must be free to follow
their intended path. Members that seek to impose their free will upon the masses (Collectivists) are closely akin to a cancer within
T.H.E. that can only be removed by destroying the collectivist ideas while sparing the member lives. No individual or group of
individuals knows all that T.H.E. knows thus no sub group should have forced dominion over the majority.
**All human endeavors are influenced and assisted (or resisted) by T.H.E.
***By acknowledging T.H.E. presence members open themselves up to interaction(s) with T.H.E. The form, manner, and impact of
that interaction is up to each individual to determine for themselves.
****Members are born, grow, mature, reproduce, and die each in their own time. Some members are akin to brain cells (thinkers)
and some akin to muscle (doers). Others are destined to live long stable lives (bone cell) or short rough lives (skin cells). All are
equally necessary and have their place and purpose. It is up to those closest to a young member to guide and protect them so they
are able to find their purpose.
*****T.H.E. is a meta-macro-biological entity so it is assumed it wants to survive. A human consciousness creates an environment
around, and sends signals to, the muscle cells necessary to apply sunscreen so as to protect skin cells. So too T.H.E. creates an
environment around, and sends signals to, the doer members so that they protect others as needed. Again the format and meaning
of said signals is up to each individual to determine for themselves.
There is only one escape from T.H.E. and that is to end all interactions with humans.... animals.... and plants. a.k.a. Death, cremation,
& burial. Even then one still lives on in the memory of T.H.E.
T.H.E.'s existence does not depend on anyone’s faith. T.H.E.'s purpose for your creation does depend on yours.
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